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For the enhancement of comprehensive quality education from every college or 
university, overall and objectively, the evaluation of students’ behavior during school 
becomes quite important. So, building of a convenient students’ comprehensive 
evaluation system and presenting a relatively objective and accurate method to judge 
students have very positive meanings. Basing on the requirements of coming out a 
relevant education-like system as mentioned before, and the principle of separating 
services and data, using the JavaEE technique integrated with the SSH framework, a 
web application of B/S pattern can be constructed. 
The application which has a simple system framework with presentation layer, 
business logic layer, data persistence layer according to the requirements, can be 
reused and easily maintained. Meanwhile, in order to evaluate students objectively, 
adopting the generally used machine learning algorithms like SVM and Adaboost to 
analysis and decide based on a widely collection of students’ feature data during 
school, and integrating the  methods into the comprehensive evaluation system as an 
important reference can conduct a very good comprehensively and objectively 
evaluation. Beginning from these two sides, implementation of information operation 
of the system, not only meets the demands both from teachers and students, but also 
can engage in other education system. 
This thesis firstly demonstrated the research background, meanings and 
development status of current work, and briefly introduced the key technique; 
secondly, the analysis of educational management system and judge hierarchy is done 
which included functional and non-functional requirements; thirdly, introduction to 
the system’s whole design framework is undertaken with the development of the web 
system and utilization of the judgment algorithms; then, implementation of the system 
is displayed from constructing database to deploying the web services, and a 

















Experiments results shows that the system has well availability, and can satisfy 
functional requirements of all aspects. Moreover, it supports well of the future 
integration and extension. 
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